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Starbird Drafts
Senate Program
BY JOHN LITTLEFIELD

Student Senate President Eric Starbird presented four major
recommendations to the General Student Senate at the organization's first meeting last week.
The Senate President made the following recommendations:
•(I) Either the Student-Faculty Com-

Saturday
vied Conine cheer-

mittee or the Campus Citizenship
Committee be delegated to consider
the possibility of a student judiciary
at the University.
(2) The Campus Development
Conunittee should work more
closely with the faculty and adTwenty-nine current magazines ministration on the parking probhave been removed from the open lem.
shelves of the Library because of (3) A committee should- investigate
absent-mindedness or deliberate the publishing of "Bear Tracks," the
thievery among certain students. freshman handbook.
Mrs. Dorothy S. McDonald, refer- (4) A committee should work with
ence librarian, said that issues of these the Mrs. Maine Club to investigate the
magazines are continually being taken possibility of wives of University students using their husbands' I.D. cards.
out and kept out.
When contacted this week after the
Keep At Desk
meeting
Starbird explained his four
These books will now be kept at
the reference desk, according to Mrs. recommendations.
The Senate president noted that
McDonald.
The 29 are: American City, Ameri- the Senate investigated a student
can Forests, American Political Sci- judiciary three years ago. He
ence Review, Annals of the American does not believe, however, that
Academy, Congressional Digest, Con- they delved into the matter far
sumer's Report, Coronet, Foreign enough and feels that their pubAffairs, International Affairs, Interna- licity was inadequate.
tional Journal, International Organiza"Student judiciaries have worked
tion, Journal of Wildlife Management, well at other colleges," Starbird said.
Maine Townsman, Municipal Finance,
He feels that such organizations are
National Geographic Magazine, Na- another way of student participation
tional Municipal Review, Pacific Af- in government and thinks that the posfairs, Political Science Quarterly, sibility of a student judiciary at Maine
Popular Science, Public Administra- should at least be investigated.
tion, Review, Public Management,
Like the judiciary the campus
Public Personnel Review, Science Di- parking problem has also been
gest, State Government, United Na- investigated previously by a Sentions Review, U. S. State Department ate committee, according to StarBulletin, Vital Speeches, World Poli- bird.
tics and World Today.
He said that last year's Campus DeBecause of the demand for five velopment Committee investigated the
other magazines, these too have problem but did nothing further. Starbeen taken from the open shelves bird feels that some definite planning
and are available only at the ref- for future parking facilities is necessary.
erence desk.
Starbird's major concern about the
The five are American Magazine,
Charm, Good Housekeeping, Ladies freshman handbook, "Bear Tracks," is
the cost to the Senate. Even with adHome Journal, and Mademoiselle.
vertising the book has been a considerable expense to the Senate. According to Starbird "Bear Tracks" is
the largest single expense of the
Senate.
Starbird said much of the expense
is unnecessary.
(Continued on Page Eight)

Disappearance
Of Magazines
Brings Action

banking, in1 federal civil

This group of Maine men from Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity are all set to shove off for the MaineColby State Series game at Waterville Saturday. Hundreds of Maine students along with the band,
majorettes, and cheerleaders will travel to Colby's Mayflower Hill for the weekend game. Both teams
(Photo by Meinecke)
are undefeated in State Series play.

To Discuss Fraternity Houses To
Problem Of Host Orono Children
Education

ste
lly
ire

Seventeen fraternities and six sororities of the University, turning more and more to "help" projects instead of the old-time funmaking escapades, will entertain Orono children at Halloween
parties
next Monday.
A regional White House Conference for Education will be All fraternity houses will be opened Commerce will provide transporfor the youngsters.
held at the University Friday, Halloween night for seventeen sepa- tation
The children will visit the fraternimen
at
rate
parties.
The
fraternity
October 28.
each house will be assisted by groups ties in shifts. Youngsters in the first
The program will include addresses of girls from various sororities in pro- to fourth grade will have their parties

rat Totucco Co

f

by Governor Edmund S. Muskie and
Commissioner of Education Herbert
G. Espy , and five group discussions
with well known educators and laymen
taking part.
The program has been arranged by
Dean Mark R. Shibles, of the University's School of Education.
It is one in a series of five regional
conferences being held in Maine prior
to the Washington, D. C., meeting
from November 28-December 1.
Registration for the regional meeting will be held in the Memorial
Union Building from 2-2:30 p.m., Friday, October 28.
Peters To Preside
Russell Peters, Bangor. will preside
at the opening meeting in the Louis
Oakes Room at 2:30 p.m. The speaker will be Dr. Herbert G. Espy, commissioner of education for Maine,
whose subject will be "Vital Issues
Facing Education in Maine."
At the second afternoon session
Richard Stuart, associate professor of
economics at the University, will speak
on "How Shall We Pay for Education."
From 4:30-6 p.m., five groups will
discuss problems now facing the
schools. These will be as follows:
"What Should Our Schools Accomplish?"—Charles H. Bragg, Bangor,
chairman; Howard Niblock, Pittsfield,
recorder; discussants, Mrs. Katherine
Richards, Orono, Roger Brace, Belfast, Roland Carpenter, Bangor, and
Stanley Freeman, Orono.
"How Can We Get And Retain
Enough Teachers?"—Mrs. Grace
Overlock, Bangor, chairman;
Fred Dingley, Lee, recorder; Kermit Nickerson, State Department
of Education, speaker; and discussants, Dean Edith Wilson,
Orono, Lincoln Sennett, Machias,
and Jessie Fraser, Veazie.
Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, president of
the University, will preside at the
dinner and the speaker will be Governor Muskie.

viding entertainment and refreshments
for the youngsters.
Orono Children
All children in Orono public and
parochial schools have been invited to
the parties. They were contacted
Monday to determine how many will
be attending the Halloween gatherings.
Later each of the children will be assigned a particular fraternity.
The Orono Junior Chamber of

Eight Coeds Vie
For Calico Title

from 6:30-8:30 p.m., while the children in the fifth through eighth grade
will attend parties from 7-8:45 p.m.
and then go to the Women's Gymnasium for further games and entertainment.
The Interfraternity and Panhellenic
Councils are co-sponsoring the parties.
Richard Alpher is chairman for the
program. Assisting are Paul Abbott,
Jane Caton, Ann Dunne, Foster
Shibles, and Sylvia Thompson. Dean
of Men John Stewart is faculty advisor.

Military Department Lists
Positions Of Senior Cadets

Names of the eight coeds who
will vie for the title of Calico
Queen as part of the annual
Ten hundred and thirty-five students are enrolled this year in
Farmers Fair, November 12,
the University of Maine Reserve Officers Training Corps. Of these
have been announced.
students 174 are taking advanced ROTC, according to Col. James
Eight Candidates
T. Walker, head of the Military Department.
Queen candidates are Gayle Prince,
Senior advanced students have been
a sophomore; Theresa Vangeli, a appointed cadet second
lieutenants'
junior; Jane Pomroy, a sophomore;
Gay Soule, a freshman; Cynthia Rockwell, a sophomore; Carol Stevenson,
a freshman; Dorothy Foster, a freshman; and Carlista Winters, a freshman.
The winner will be picked by stu"Employment in the t.ecountdent vote during the fair. She will be
crowned at the Calico Ball in thL ing Field" ...ill be the topic of
evening.
discussion at the fifth Art. and
Fair Features
Sciences Vocational Information
The fair will feature the usual con- Meeting Wednesday, November 2,
tests, exhibits, and booths located in in Room 218, Library.
the field house. There will be tractor
A representative from the firm
driving contests, cow milking contests, of Ernst and Ernst of Boston
and various competitive games.
will be the speaker.
A new addition to the fair will
Ile will discuss phases of public
be the Hayride Hack, a taxi seraccounting
and also accounting
vice between the girls' dormiopportunities with individual
tories and the field house. The
firms.
taxi service will be run periodiDirected primarily towards juncally during the day.
Lloyd Rafnell's band will provide iors in Arts and seniors, the meetmusic for the Calico Ball Saturday ing is open to any interested students or faculty members.
evening in Memorial Gymnasium.

Fifth Vocational
Meeting Scheduled

They are filling positions on battalion
staffs or serving as company officers.
Battalion Level
The following students have been
appointed to battalion staffs:
Harold Gerry, Jerry Pangakis,
Volney Gilpatrick, Bruce Reed,
Earle Cowell, Frank Hickey,
Eben Thomas, and John Small.
Company commanders are Denis
McCarthy, David Schlieper, Elwood
Hewes, Larry Heggen, Donald Mott,
Arthur Allen, Richard Crommett,
Henry Hartpence, Donald Beattie,
David Petherbridge, Dino Galiano,
Richard Hawkins, Kenneth Henrickson, Richard Mosher, Paul Abbott,
and Joseph Mawson.
Cadet company executive officers
are Lloyd Hubbard, Jr., Robert
Thompson, Foster Shibles, Hiram Gerrish, Edson Blodgett, Lester Fogg.
Robert DeVeau, Paul Firlotte, Charles
Remick, James Ervin, Victor Lonn,
Maurice Hickey, Aubrey Palmer, Jr.,
Richard Bangs, and Charles Thurston.

University Readies
For Homecoming
Phones are ringing! Committees are planning! Wheels are
turning! Friday, November 4, is
the launching of the big weekend of the year, the 1955 ilurniii homecoming.
Football, parades, rallies, dances,
parties, decorations, reunions are
all combining to make up the
gala weekend.
It's Maine versus Bowdoin in
the main event for a Saturday
afternoon of good State Series
football.
The Maine Masque presents
"Time Out for Ginger." The
Union Building features an open
hone.. Memorial Gym is the site
for an after-the-game get-together.
These and numerous other
plans are in the making for a
homecoming to top all homecomings. Cancel all other plans!
Get ready! It's only a week away!
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Juniors To Meet
Class Candidates

I

s

Candidates for juinor class office
will have an opportunity to speak to
members of their class Thursday, October 27.
A class meeting is scheduled from
9-10:30 p.m. in the main lounge of
Memorial Union. A business meeting
will open the program followed by the
introduction of prospective class officers.
Refreshments will be served following the meeting.

Door Change Confusing
Students who have been using the back door of Wingate Hall
will now be able to use the front door.
The present front door used to be
the back door when the road passed
by the other side of Wingate. The
road was reconstructed some years ago
to pass by what is now in actuality the
back of the building.
To Inscribe Name
In a few weeks Wingate Hall will
be inscribed in bronze over what is
now being used as the front door, by
the Department of Plant and Facilities.
Hart Hall, the new men's dormitory
and Boardman Hall. the new engineer-

Off-Campus Men elected James
Hughes president of the organization
last week.
Voting for vice president and secretary will be held next Monday from
12:30 to 1 p.m. in the Lown room of
Memorial Union. Candidates are
Everett McCutcheon, John Lane and
Rod Pinkham for vice president and
Bruce McLeod and George Williams
for secretary-treasurer.

ing building will also have their names
inscribed over the front doors.
Another project of the Plant and
Facilities department will be alterations on the Little Theatre in Alumni
Hall.
New Exits
Two new exits leading to a new fire
escape on the front of the building
will be constructed. One exit will lead
out from the balcony in the theatre
and one from the main floor for added
safety precautions.

ii
Juniors will be voting for one of these four presidential candidates when they go to the polls Monday, October 31. In front are
Duane "Dewey" Dow, left, and Reno Roy. In back are Paul
Taiganides, left, and Wes English. Voting will be held on the mall
weather permitting.

Tau Beta Pi To
Name Pledges

NILSON ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
For the week of October 24, 1955

The University chapter of Tau Beta
Pi, national engineering honor society,
will hold a fall smoker Tuesday evening, November 1, at 7 p.m. in the
Louis Oakes Room in the Library.
A member of the engineering faculty will give a short talk and new
pledges will be announced.
Founded In 1911
Tau Beta Pi Association was founded at Lehigh University in 1885. The
Maine chapter was established in 1911
as the twenty-fifth national association.
The purpose of the organization is
to honor those who have conferred
honor upon their alma mater by
• distinguishing scholarship and exemplary character as students, or by their
professional attainments as alumni.
The association also attempts to foster
a spirit of liberal culture in engineering colleges.
Elect Members
Tau Beta Pi elects members once a
semester. Junior and senior students
are eligible for membership. Members are elected on the basis of scholastic standing, leadership ability.
character, appearance, and social activities.

To

ROGER MILES
In recognition for his fine place kicking at Bates
and during the last three years.
The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

Wonderful things happen when you wear it!

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

Orono 63647

•

DON'T MISS THIS SALE!

FREESE'S
63rd

•
-••

The Union movie this week will
be "Thunder Bay," the story of
the setting up of one of America's
last frontiers. The film which
will be shown at 7 and 9 p.m.
Friday and Saturday evenings
will star James Stewart, Joanne
Dru, Cilbert Roland, and Dan
Duryea.

,11
:10.41
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COLLEGE WEARABLES
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Opposite Dow Field—
Hammond St.
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sad Banquets"
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The inevitable choice for the special occasion—because a
fragran( e is as memorable as the gown you wear. Perfume from $3; de luxe toilet water and dusting powder.
each $1.75 (all plus tax). Created in England, made in
S. A. Yardley of London, Inc., 620 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C.
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Off-Campus Men Elect
James Hughes President
Three candidates have thrown their hat in the ring for the
presidential race in the Senior class this fall. Above the Bill Johnson, left, and Barry Milieu. Absent when the picture was taken
was Barney Oldfield.

M
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;

SALE IS STOREWIDE

North Entrance
Dial 6-8353

It's a great opportunity to start Christmas shopping

* OPEN FRIDAY NITE UNTIL 9
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4.4 1
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Paso Three

Maine Campus Can Boast
Of Many Fine Traditions

English Prof.
Sings Ballads

BY BEVE FOWLIE

One of the most fascinating phases of campus life down through
the years are the practices which have grown into Maine traditions,
some of which have long since died out and become history.
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Theis old frosh-soph enmity seems
to havelirrtrLe of the foremost of
these as nearly every college paper
from 1899 to 1940 included an article
concerning some devilment or practical joke between members of these
respective and at the same time respectable classes.
In the early 1900's the sophomores
issued "Red Procs" in the fall. The
purpose of these proclamations was
-to assist them (the freshmen) in
casting aside their robes of verdancy,
and in aping the ways of college men,
to prevent them from becoming too
deeply involved in the labyrinthine
circumplications and multiflexuous
aufractuosities thereof."
Could Not Smoke
At that time these rules included
statements ruling that frosh could not
smoke on the college campus, could
not carry canes or smoke pipes, wear
derby hats and display kid gloves,
could not accompany ladies.
The sophs also advised "freshmen to keep off the grass as the
similarity of appearance would
render them inconspicuous. For
the similarity of prevention of
colic, croup, measles, whoopingcough and sore gums among the
freshman class, we advise them
to have their milk bottles sterilized at least once a week."
The sophomore men really gave the
frosh a going-over in those days.
The "Nightshirt Parade" was one of
these occasions. The sophomore men
would rout up all freshman men from
their dormitory rooms sometime after
midnight. The sleepy ones would then
be compelled to form in lock step
and traipse up and down the campus
to the fraternity houses and to the
women's quarters where they had also
to perform "much to the amusement
of all."
Peanut Scrap
The "Peanut Scrap- was held early
in the season when the two classes
entered the annual frosh-soph baseball
game for the much-coveted prize of
three bushels of peanuts. In the fall of
1900 there was considerably more
excitement added to this event when
the freshmen found where the sophomores had hidden the peanuts and ate
up the prize—unknown of course to
the sophomores—before the game was
even played!
The "grandstand fight" was one of
the features of the scrap. The purpose
of this fight was for each class to rid
the stands of the opposition. The only
part in this rivalry played by the
women students was a display of a
bright-colored carriage robe with the
class numerals embroidered on it.
Another 'Scrap'
About this time the "Bag Scrap"
was one of the most important media
of antagonism between the first No
classes. After the first football game

of.the season the freshmen and sophomores rushed from the stands and
took their places—one class group at
either end of the field. Three large
canvas bags were placed on the 50yard line. The object of the "scrap"
was for each class to get the bags
back to its respective goal line.
During these early days "freshman
wetting" was a prominent and muchbeloved(by sophomores only)activity.
This "wetting" took place in several
popular forms. Personal wetting with
squirt guns, pails and hoses was one
form. Piling up a freshman's furniture when he was absent from his
room and wetting it completely was a
second.

...

No less than seven sophomores are running for the presidency
of their class at election time Monday, October 31, on the mall.
They are, left to right in front, Jim Hambleton, Charles Knowlen
and Bill Farley. Same order, back row, are Jim Conley, Cliff Westerman and Jim Kelley. Dexter Iluntoon, a seventh candidate, was
absent when the picture was taken.

Valuable articles lost or found?
Free service in Campus Classified.

MON POODLE, LET'S DROODLE
'066$$$$2450.4a3freON

WHAT'S THIS?

For solution, see
paragraph below.

•.<.

'LUCKY
STRIKE

union

be
in the Droodle above, titled: Switchboard operated by
absent-minded Lucky smoker. Poor girl's been swamped by too many phone calls.
But she isn't confused about better taste—she smokes Luckies. Luckies taste better,
first of all, because Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then "It's Toasted" to taste
even better... cleaner, fresher, smoother. Switch to Lucky Strike yourself. You'll
say it's the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked—and you won't have your
DROODLES. Copyright 1953 by Roger Price
wires crossed, either.
CONFUSION REIGNS

CIGARETTES

COMMERCIAL BANKING
stop at

Grill

k.

'arties

tan

kBLE

from

tee

()ME

a

SERVING
EASTERN
MAINE
TRUSTS AND ESTATES
You are invited to join your
friends and neighbors in becoming a customer of this modern banking institution.
Open an account today and
enjoy our friendly and efficient
services.
An account with a progressive bank is considered good
business.

THE MERRILL
TRUST COMPANY
Member
Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation

A competitive musical race to learn
more songs, between Edward D. Ives,
new English instructor from White
Plains, N. Y., and his prep school
roommate, led to the development of
a serious hobby of ballad singing for
Ives.
At college Ives learned may songs
were actually literature. Realizing he
had a basic background in literature,
Ives sought to obtain his master's
degree in ballads and their variations
at Columbia.
Upon receiving his degrees it
seemed only natural that the
classical guitar would fall in line
as an accompaniment for singing the ballads. Although he received formal training in the guitar, he considers himself a novice.
He frequently plays the pieces of
Andres Segovia on the guitar.
He prefers singing English, Scottish
and American ballads, but enjoys all
traditional and folk songs. His style
of singing may be compared with the
famous folk singer, Burl Ives.

Students!

EARN
$25oo!
Cut yourself in on the Lucky
Droodle gold mine. We pay $25
for all we use—and for a whole
raft we don't use! Send your
Droodles with descriptive titles.
Include your name,address, college and class and the name and
address of the dealer in your college town from whom you buy
cigarettes most often. Address
Lucky Droodle, Box 67A,
Mount Vernon, N.Y.

-a

MAN STEPPING
ON GUM
Jerry Baeik
Kent State

TEETH PICK
Toku,ht Skala
Los Angeles City College

SALE-30% OFF
Jimmy N. Bi ewer
Henderson State 7'.C.

Fri
FLYING SAUCER
CHASING ROCKET SHIP

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER- Cleaner, Freshet; Smoother!
T Ce.

PRODUCT OF C&c.)
41.StiCan chteacco-enyo.avAMERICA'S LIADING
e
:

MANUFACTURRR OF CIGARITTRS
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Paintings Have A Message

Hats Off To Anna!

BY BEVE FOWL1E

This week we would like to depart from our usual editorial
policy in order to pay tribute to one of the most popular people
on campus.
Fifteen years is a long time and that's how long Anna
Griffith has been brewing coffee for students and faculty here at
the University. Somebody coined the name "Bookstore Anna"
because over the years our Anna has become almost an institution here on the campus.
She likes students and is interested in campus activities.
Have you ever noticed how she remembers names and exactly
how much—if any—cream and sugar you like in your coffee?
She always likes to hear the latest and takes a sincere, friendly
interest in all the students.
Anna represents the large group of people who staff the
University and provide the living link over the years, well versed
in the traditions of Maine. Their loyalty and consistent work
for the University mark them as individuals to be respected.
The grads who will arrive for Homecoming next week will
be glad to see Anna and other members of the University staff.
These people might be called the mainstay of the University,
along with the loyal alumni. They deserve recognition on Homecoming, too. People like our Anna.

What about these art exhibits, anyway? I always used to say to myself,
"Heck, I don't know anything about
art... I wouldn't get anything out
of pawing around that art exhibit over
at Carnegie even if 1 did go ... and
if I did go I'd sneak over at night,
because if anybody saw me l'd never
live it down.... And that Modern
Art ... the most I can say for it is
that when the artist spilled the ink he
did a lousy job...." These have been
a few of my thoughts at various times
as a student here.
I still don't know anything about
art, yet.... But I am learning. Somebody who knows said to me once,
"Just go over and look around the
exhibit. You may find something you
like. When you do, stop and look at
it."
Find out who painted it. Find out
why he painted it. Find out how he
painted it. Decide what it is about
the picture that appeals to you. Think
over your experiences and try to find
something there that might explain

why the picture appeals to you. What
is it that draws your attention to that
particular picture?
The next time you go to an exhibit
you will have "something to go on."
You may find several pictures that you
like and it will be easier for you to
analyze your feeling and that actual
beauty held within the picture.
I went over and browsed around—
mostly just because I wanted to show
a person how wrong he was about me.
I still don't know much about art.
But I go to the exhibits at Carnegie
and at the Library each month. I have
discovered that, much to my surprise,
I am learning some of the techniques
and some of the inspirations of the
artists which take form in the paintings which I and millions of people
all over the world have and are studying.
By doing a little research, I am finding out things I never before knew.
Each time I go I enrich my life because I am learning how to appreciate
something beautiful.

Talk To Your Senators

Otheit eamtistded

The General Student Senate has held its first meeting. Student senators have a big responsibility to their constituents and
to Maine.
The accomplishments to be achieved this year will depend
upon the cooperation and work of the senators and YOU, the
student.
If you have any ideas for improvements on the campus, tell
your senator so he can start the ball rolling. In this way new
ideas will be discussed and chances are that improvements will
result.

Co-eds Get Locked Out!

Canines Should Join A.A.
Drunk dogs should not be allowed on the streets. We support this statement by relating the following incident.
Alonzo is a 70 pound Boxer dog. He is two years old. He
lives in Brockton, Massachusetts.
A few days ago, Alonzo went on a "toot" that was heard
all over the U. S. Alonzo likes beer and he drank himself into
bleary-eyed confusion in some local barrooms. Later he tottered
to Legion Parkway and leaned against a light pole until he
slipped off the pole and collapsed on the sidewalk, completely
clobbered.
The local gendarmes picked him up and took him home.
Now enter the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals. Charles E. Brown, prosecuting officer of
the Society is investigating the case. Says Mr. Brown "If I find
that the dog was subjected to unnecessary cruelty because of his
condition and can locate those who gave him beer, I'll bring
them into court."
Alonzo, nursing his hangover, had to have his head held
up so the reporters could photograph him.
All dog owners should immediately check their mutts for
alcohol on their breaths. Drunk dogs will be immediately tossed
into the Orono hoosegow and left there till they sober up enough
to take the road test.

There was no smoke coming out of
the girls' dormitory at Cornill College, Mount Vernon, Ia., but two firemen were seen climbing in a third
story window just the same.
However, it turned out the smokeeaters were innocent of any nefarious
intent. It seems a couple of the female
residents had locked themselves out
of their room and got a little panicky
when they found there was no house
mother on duty to let them in with
a master key. They were due at a
President's reception in formals and
the dresses were locked securely behind the door. It remained for the
firemen to enter the room through the
window and help the girls out of their
quandry.
Augsburg College, Minnesota, officials had to reach off campus to find
a solution to a housing problem.
Faced with a surplus of 40 girls who
could not be accommodated in dormitories the college rented the entire
fourth floor of a nearby hotel.
The girls are assigned to each hotel
room and transportation to and from
the college will be provided three or
four times a day.
Washing, pressing and kitchen facilities will be available and the girls

will have the use of a cafe and recreation room on the ground floor of the
hotel.
Regular residents at the hotel won't
be seeing much of the young ladies,
however. The fourth floor of the
building will be closed off from the
main part of the hotel with keys issued
only to the girls.
So, for the boy friends, it'll be just
like a dormitory.
Just about every college newspaper
either welcomed, saluted or lectured
the freshmen this fall, but it remained
for the Syracuse Daily Orange to define the first-year college student.
Here's how columnist Frank Kretschner sees him (or her).
What are Freshmen?
They are the first plague on academic life.
How may one recognize a Freshman?
One may recognize a Freshman by
his bright, shiny face, upturned on the
threshold of education, to the sun; by
his high carried head, clear mind,
girded loins. These signs will all have
vanished by the sophomore year.
What subjects will the Freshman
take? The Freshman will take all required subjects and like it.
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Junior Mary Tucker also replied
"Yes." but said it wouldn't be fair if
next yr;.•:,r's pledges didn't have to do
it.
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John Frawley, a senior, says "No";
it should be first come, first served all
the tinit:!

17'
.,11. feels that it is
not fair to the entire student body.
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EDITOR-1N-CHIEF
BUSINESS MANAGER

Question: What is your opinion
of fraternity pledges reserving
seats at games for brothers?

Dave Alubuler, a junior, says and
we quote, 'It is tradition."
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Ave., New York 17,, N. Y. Entered as second Class Matter at the Post Office,

By JOANNE LARSEN AND
WAYNE JOHNSON

Orono,

1 :htk:kle horn the Oklahoma
Daily's "Meekly Speaking" column:
A farmer invited the pastor of his
church to his home for Sunday dinner.
The farmer's wife had fried two young
chickens for the meal so she szt them
on the table and they all sat down to
eat. Before the farmer and his wife
had finished helping themselves to the
vegetables on the table the pastor had
completely devoured both chickens.
Just as the minister pushed his plate
aside a rooster crowed loudly in the
farm yard.
"That rooster sure sounds like he's
proud of himself," observed the pastor.
"Well, he dern sure should be"
quipped the farmer. "After all, he has
two sons in the ministry."
A Norwegian supper will highlight
the next meeting of the International
Club, Sunday at 4:15 p.m. at the
MCA House.
A business meeting will be held
prior to the supper. Members of a
program committee will be elected.
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Sorority Parley
Is Scheduled

Bates Football Weekend
Squelches Social Events
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BY CAL GERALD
Football, it seems, dominates the
social activities around here. The
weekend was quiet because everyone
migrated to Bates for the game.
Scabbard and Blade sponsored a
dance at the Memorial Gym Friday
night, with Mel Tukey's orchestra
supplying the music. Just about everyone who stayed on campus attended.
Chaperons were Col. and Mrs. Clinton Merrill and Capt. and Mrs.
Moffat Gardner.
The Union held a vie dance Saturday evening. This is a weekly event
now and seems to be making quite
a hit.
Jewelry, books, clothes and food
were sold rapidly at the Pi Beta Phi
Scotch Auction, October 17, in the
main lounge of Memorial Union.
Proceeds will be given to the Pi Beta

Theta Chi Continues
To Dominate Program
Theta Chi has become a two week
winner on "Guess What?" a Monday
night WORO feature, by defeating a
team from North Dorms.
Theta Chi's panel includes Bob
Billamont, Henry Beck and Tom
Hickey. These three will face a team
from the Elms next Monday on the
campus radio station program at
8:30 p.m.
Students are asked to send suggestions for program questions through
campus mail to Station Manager Chris
Loomer. Ideas may range in subject
matter from statistics to English literature.

Phi Therapeutic Fund it Augusta State
Mental Hospital.
The Phi Gams entertained the Pi
Phis Thursday evening with a spaghetti supper at the house. The
pledges presented a skit, directed by
Gerry Bouchard. Ron Appel was
chairman of the supper.
PINNED: Marjorie Livingstone
to Lewis Janicola, Sigma Chi; Beth
Calloway- to Dean Cooper, Delta
Tau. Claudette Halle to William
Collins, Clark University: Ruth Covell to Ronald Herzberg, Tau Epsilon Phi: Barbara Dow to Carl Mueller, Tau Epsilon Phi.
ENGAGED: Barbara Goul to
Roderie NIchlenney, Delta Tau; Mary
Cowell to David Goodwin, Sigma
Chi; Gwenyth Bryant to James Gilson, Lambda Chi: Merida Larnkin to
Wayne Mowatt, U. S. Army.
MARRIED: Jane Cole to David
Dixon, Delta Tau; Jessie Littlefield
to Maurice Hickey, Phi Gam.

Panhellenic Council will introduce
freshmen and transfer students to the
University's six sororities at a general
meeting October 30 at 2 p.m. in the
Women's Lounge of the Union.
The six sorority presidents will
answer questions about phases of sorority at this panel discussion and
"buzz" session.
The panel will discuss the purpose
of sorority, how sororities function on
the Maine campus and benefits of
.,orority.
Women are invited to attend this
meeting even if they do not plan to
go through formal rushing.
Sorority rushing starts Sunday, November 13.

To Sponsor Party
The Mrs. Maine Club will sponsor a Halloween party for South
Apartment children at the Apartment playground Monday, October 31.
The program will get underway
at 7 p.m. and continue until
about 8 p.m. Prizes will be awarded to children for costumes.

BALLROOM DANCING CLASS
FOR BEGINNERS

Page Five

Elect Lloyd Jewett
President Of FFA

Thirty-Two New Aggies
Register Here Monday

Lloyd Jewett was elected president
of the University's Collegiate Chapter
of the Future Farmers of America at
the first meeting of the organization
last Thursday evening.
Other officers elected were Blynn
McIntire, vice president; Richard
Barker, treasurer; Arvid Forsman,
secretary; Franklin Hayward, reporter; and Edwin Plissey, social chairman.
Honorary State Farmer Certificates
were presented to University faculty
members Dr. Howard Dickey and
Prof. Gordon Ramsdell by State FFA
Vice President George Files. of Gorham, and State Treasurer Richard
Barker of the Livermore Falls Chapter. Both Files and Barker are Freshmen in the College of Agriculture.

Approximately 32 first year students
in the two-year agriculture program
along with 15 second year students
registered at the University Monday.
New Students
The new agriculture students are
Alan Barr, David Bosworth, Douglas
Bosworth, Harland Bragg, John Canwell, Edward Carter, Fernand Charette, Thomas Cochran, Norris Conant,
Albert Desjardins, Gregory Fowler,
Thomas Freeman, Bruce Gile, Charles
Goodwin, Earl Heath, Aubrey Knowlen, Arthur Ladd, William Lewis,
David Libby, Arthur Mace, Lane
Morgan. Earland Morrison, Clarence
Nason, David Pike, Wayne Ricker,
Robert 'Rowe, Jerome Rush, William
Scribner, Raymond Soucy, Jr., Darrell Toner, Bradford Webb, David
Webb.

•

•

PIZZA HOUSE
Full Menu—Italian and American Food
Delivering all food and drinks
Women's dorms
Orders received by
9:30—Delivered from
10 - 10:30
No minimum

Men's Dorms and Fraternities
Orders received by
10:30—Delivered from
11 - 11:30
No service charge
Call Orono 6-2100

Every Wednesday Evening 7:00 P.M.
1.0.0.F. Hall
ORONO
Each Lesson
$1.00
Waltz, Foxtrot, Swing, Bop,Samba,
Mambo, Tango, Rumba,"Etc."

Josephine Shanley School of Dance
For more information call Bangor 4700

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS
MAIN STREET

BANGOR, MAINE

Headquarters
FOR ARROW PRODUCTS

Ahead of the game ...
Arrow fields a smart squad of sweaters,
with man-for-man superiority down
the line. They're warm and soft, styled
with exceptional taste—in Orlon or
lambswool, or a blend of Orlon and
wool. It's a smart college man who
collects several colored sweaters.
Sleeveless from $5.00 or long-sleeved
from $7.95. They're perfect, worn
with dress and sport shirts—
like this Arrow plaid. Get a few of each!

CASUAL WEAR
—first in fashion
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... and get a better shave! OLD SPICE PRE- ELECTRIC SII 1VE

Your Exclusive Arrow Dealer
in Old Town

A. J. Goldsmith
45 years of service to U. of M.students

1.o.rtoN sets up your heard—tunes up your shaver. Stops dragging.
clogging and over-heating. The new, non-oily lubricant, "Isophyl".*
prepares the skin for easy gliding ... lubricates the shaver cutting
edges for greatest efficiency.
erd..si
a1 tsa,x4
.:Ini
100 No ft.T
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New York • Toronto
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Robert Hawes Awarded
Agriculture Scholarship

Union Calendar

Robert 0. Hawes, senior agriculture student, has been awarded a
$500 Ralston Purina Scholarship for
the current school year by the University's scholarship committee.
The scholarship amounting to $500
is awarded each year to a student at
48 land grant colleges in this country
The recipient must be in the upper
25 per cent or his class. Other qualities that enter into his selection include campus leadership, character,
and a sincerity of purpose in agriculture. Selections are made by the
University's scholarship committee
and are approved by the Ralston
Purina Company.

A.A.U.P., 4:15-6 p.m., Lown.
THI RSDAY,OCT. 27
White House, 2-6 p.m., Bumps.
Owls-Eagles, 7-9 p.m., Bangor.
White House, 2-6 p.m., F.F.A.
Forestry Club, 7:30-8:30 p.m.,
White House, 2-6 p.m., Totman.
Bumps.
White House, 2-6:30 p.m., Davis.
Sailing Club, 7-9 p.m.. Totman.
N.A.T.S., 2-4 p.m., Women's Lounge.
Hillel, 4:30-5:30 p.m., Totman.
Rene Plant, 8:00 p.m., Men's Lounge
AOPi, 4-5:30 p.m., 1912.
Senate Elections, 7-8:30 p.m., Davis. N. II. Registration, 1:30-5 p.m.,
Lobby.
F.T.A., 7-8, Women's Lounge.
SATURDAY,OCT.29
Senior Class Meeting, 7-9 p.m.,
Movies, 7-9 p.m., Bangor.
Main Lounge.
Junior Class Meeting, 9-10:30 p.m., Record Dance, 8-11:30 p.m., Main
Lounge.
Main Lounge.
SUNDAY,
OCT.30
FRIDAY, OCT. 28
Foreign
Film,
4 p.m., Bangor.
Movies, 7-9 p.m., Bangor.
7:15-10:30 p.m.,
Pan
hell,
2-4
p.m.,
White House,4-6 p.m., Bangor.
Main Lounge.
MONDAY,OCT. 31
Off-Campus Men, 12 noon-1 p.m.,
Lown.
Prism,9 a.m.-6 p.m., Bumps.
Phi Mu,7-10:30 p.m., Totman.
AOPi,4-5:30 p.m.. Davis.
A full year's subscription to any
Class Elections, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.,
one of these three great weekly
Lobby.
TUESDAY, NOV. 1
magazines at these reduced prices
Mrs. Maine Club,8 p.m., Bangor.
... for college students only. Take
Senate, 7-9 p.m., Lown.
TIME, The Weekly Newsmagazine,
Outing Club, 7-9 p.m., Bumps.
0.M.A.A., 7-8:30 p.m., F.F.A.
for less than 6f a week... or LIFE,
IVCF, 7-8:30 p.m., Totman.
America's favorite pictorial, for less
AOPi, 1-3:30 p.m., Davis.
than 8it a copy...or SPORTS ILLUSInquirers Class, 7-8:30 p.m.,
Women's Lounge.
TRATED, the first national sports
Amateur Radio Club,7-9 p.m.,
weekly, for less than 8( an issue.
Men's Lounge.
Art Exhibit, All day, Lobby.
WEDNESDAY,NOV.2
The purchase of one magazine does
A.I.E.E., 7-10 p.m., Bangor.
not require the purchase of another;
Prism,9 a.m.-6 p.m., Bumps.
Sigma Mu Sigma, 7-9 p.m., F.F.A.
your special student prices are good
Pan-Hel, 7-9 p.m., 1912.
for all or any of these three weeklies.
ASAE,7-9:30 p.m., Men's Lounge.
Art Exhibit, All day, Lobby.

ESPECIALLY FOR YOU

A close contest is expected in the freshman class presidential
race at Monday's elections. Candidates are, left to right—front,
Jack Shaw and Bob Libby; left to right—back, Jim York and Ray
Paquette. Tom Sezak was absent when the picture was taken.

Ben Sklar
New fall patterns arrive
in Pendletons!
just received ...all the new
Pendleton plaids, authentic tartans,
luxurious solid shades and exclusive
check patterns that any man is
mighty proud to own in a Pendleton
shirt or jacket. Each is precision
tailored for plenty of action or
comfortable relaxing. Each
is a fabric that is dyed, spun
and woven only by Pendleton
...and only of pure virgin wool,
the living fiber! Come in
and select your new
Pendletons now!

Sign up today at the campus bookstore or with your college agent.

YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN IIITS

PARK AMUSEMENT COMPANY
BIJOU - Bangor

For the Coeds
49er Jackets,
Skirts, Sweaters,

Bangor-5307
October 28-29-30
Friday, Saturday, Sunday
Aldo Ray, Phil Carey
"THREE STRIPES IN THE
SUN"

Friday, October 28
October 31-Nov. 1
Monday and Tuesday
Audie Murphy
TO HELL AND BACK"
Cinemascope-Technicolor

Slacks, Bermuda
Shorts
In

PARK

large selections

BANGOR

of harmonizing
and contrasting
shades

Pendleton Topster
jacket in Princess
Margaret Rose
Scolz% :3.1ens
Si7.50

Charge or
Budget Accounts
welcome

Fri., Sat., Oct. 28-29
"THE AMERICANO"
In Technicolor
Glenn Ford, Ursula Theiss
plus
"CLIPPED WINGS"
Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, and
The Bowery Boys
Sun., Mon., TUCR.
Oct. 30-31-Nov. 1
"FEMALE ON THE BEACH
Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler
plus
"BEDEVILLED"
Cinemaseope, Technicolor
Anne Baxter, Steve Forrest
Wed., Thurs., Nov. 2-3
"BLACK WIDOW"

BEN SKLAR
Old Town, Maine
We gi%e
S&H Green Stamps

Open Fri. & Sat.
For your convenience

Cinemaseope, Technicolor
Van Heflin, Ginger Rogers,
Gene Tierney
plus
"THE SAINTS GIRL
FRIDAY"
I.ouis Hayward, Diana Dorn

Orono,

5

T ib
q 1
41)
041010

Target Practice
Dangers Team
Students using the dump at the far
end of the intramural football field behind Memorial Gym for target practice lately are endangering the lives of
the cross-country team it was brought
to the attention of the Campus by
University officials this week.
Cross-country training is done mainly in the area where target practice
has been taking place.
Ricochets and poorly aimed shots
are likely to prove detrimental to the
health and welfare of a good track
team.
All of Marsh Island which is the
site of the University was set up as
the Orono Game Preserve in accordance with the Official Statutes of
Maine-1953. These statutes state
that no hunting or possession of firearms is permitted within a game preserve.

Thurs., Oct. 27

Rory Calhoun, Piper Laurie
In Color—Drama—Good
"AIN'T MISBEHAVIN"
6:30-8:26
Feature 7:00-9:00
Fri., Sat., Oct. 28-29
Robert Stack, Robert Ryan
Cinemascope—Drama—
Very Good
"HOE SE OF BAMBOO"
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:30
Sun., Mon., Oct. 30-31
William Holden, Jennifer Jones
Cinemascope—Drama—
Excellent
"LOVE IS A MANY
SPLENDORED THING"
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:30
Tues., Wed., Thurs.,
Nov. 1-2-3
Power,
Maureen O'Hara
Tyrone
Cinemaseope—Drama—
Excellent
"THE LONG GRAY LINE"
6:30-8:48

University Artist
Has Work Displayed
A selection of watercolor paintings
by Harry J. Greaver, Jr., instructor in
art at the University, is now being
displayed in a one-man exhibition at
the Elsie Allen Art Gallery at Baker
University in Baldwin, Kan.
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Thurs., Fri., Oct. 27-28
(2—Thrilling Features-2)
Stewart Granger, lean Simmons
"FOOTSTEPS IN THE FOG"
Technicolor
—2nd big feature—
Lex Barker, Patricia Medina
"DUEL ON THE
MISSISSIPPI"
Technicolor
Sat., Sun., Mon., Tues.
Oct. 29-30-31-Nov. I
Vitavision & Technicolor
Humphrey Bogart, Frederick
March, Martha Scott
"DESPERATE HOURS"
•
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Harriers To Defend YC Title Saturday
wn.
imps.
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Maine Slight Favorite
Over Redmen, UConns

Bea4 qads
BY MAX BURRY

After seeing what happened at
BY DON COOKSON
Lewiston and Brunswick last Saturday
undefeated
An
University
of Maine cross country crew is rated
we're convinced that some of the
a slight favorite to retain its Yankee Conference crown Saturday
bravest men in the world are those
as the six New England State universities meet on the Penobscot
sports scribes who predict the results
Valley Country Club course in Orono.
of football games.
Starting time has been set at 10 a.m. to enable fans to watch
Maine, given as much as a 33 point
the event and still have time to travel to Waterville for the Colbyspread over Bates, wound up a rugged
Maine game.
game by just edging out the Bobcats
with a 15-13 verdict. The game at
Maine conquered New Hampshire
Maine Undefeated
Brunswick was equally as rough with
Coach Chester Jenkins' harriers, despite extremely adverse condithe Colby Mules eking out a 2 point
laced by senior Co-Captains Paul tions three weeks ago.
victory over a very strong Adam
Firlotte and Stan Furrow and sophoJenkins indicated, Connecticut, unWalsh eleven.
nores Dan Rearick, Dick Law, have defeated in 12 dual meets, looms as
run roughshod over all opposition, the chief obstacle on the Bears' path
Both of these games were surracking up wins over Springfield, New to victory. Led by Lew Stieglitz, who
prises as far as scoring is con-Iampshire, and Vermont.
cerned. According to the record
mastered Firlotte in the YC mile last
books and performances during
Firlotte, Furrow, Rearick, Law season, the UConns have raced over
inished hand and hand in drubbing Northeastern, Wesleyan, Boston Unithe first half of the season, the
the Wildcats and the Catamounts, versity, Springfield and Coast Guard
Pale Blue should have swamped
l'aul Boucher (81) is shown running tne nait 110‘911
Dave Gould and Paul Hanson were among others. Captain Werner Gibe,uatsfl
Bob hatch's crew. However,
Field in Lewiston in an attempt to score against Bates Saturday.
well up in the running. Juniors Joel lius finished 12th in the Conference
when it comes State Series time
Quarterback Jim Duffy hit the veteran end with an aerial, but
Stinson, Harry Folster and Phil Emery in 1954 and must be considered a
everything that has happened in
Boucher couldn't get free of the Bobcat tacklers and was brought
round out the well-balanced Bear threat.
the past is forgotten and all four
down before he could reach the end zone. Maine's only touchdown
contingent.
Lacks Depth
squads settle down to the task of
was tallied by Ray Hostetter in the first half of the game.
Firlotte Bids
Massachusetts lacks depth but has
t Plum) by Methecke)
battling their way through a
Firlotte, a senior, will be making a four fine runners. Squeaky Horn and
three game slate to win the State
bid for the Conference Hall of Fame Will Lepkowski head the Redmen.
title.
Saturday. The smooth-striding Fir- Horn was just seven seconds off FirIn the Bates game Saturday, Roger
lotte has led the pack two years in a lotte's pace last year while Lepkowski
Miles booted two field goals and a
row, a feat accomplished only by came in ninth in the race for the roses.
conversion to save the day for Maine.
Rhode Island's great Bob Black in Tom Flynn and Leland Chisholm, a
Ot course, some fans say that the
1948-49. The squad appears to be in couple of flying sophomores have
Bears would have scored T.D.'s in
top shape, mentally and physically. established themselves. Observers feel
place of the field goals, but in our
Coach Jenkins said earlier this week that if Massachusetts could come up
After downing Bates last week by a slight two point margin, that Rearick who
opinion Miles insured three points
suffered a tendon with a strong fifth contender they
while a touchdown attempt might Coach Hal Westerman's combination will be seeking its second injury prior to the Vermont duel
might cop the crown.
have failed.
State Series win Saturday when the Bears clash with the Colby Mules. showed no ill effects during the meet. Yankee Conference
cross country
Miles has missed just one conColby is the leading Series contendDiminutive Dan is expected to score meets have been run in the shadow
of
version attempt this year and has er against the defending State champs on Bates pounded out yardage and heavily tomorrow. "Barring unforseen the goal-posts,
so to speak, since their
put
the
ball
into
the
end
zone.
a three year record that ssould and will have the advantage of playing
illness or last minute injuries I feel inaugural in 1948. The gridiron
may
The Bobcats took an early 7-0 reasonably
light up the eyes of any football on its own gridiron at Waterville.
optimistic about our have provided the glamour, but the
lead,
but
Ray
Hostetter
sparked
coach. Although the veteran Last Saturday the Mules put on a
chances," stated Jenkins. "Connecti- thrills and sportmanship produced
by
place kicker has been out of the tremendous drive against Bowdoin and tht Maine crew for the tying cut definitely is our toughest competi- the hill and dalers have more than
touchdown.
Soon
after
the
half
tor, with Massachusetts close behind." atoned for their subordination.
limelight during past seasons, his outlasted Adam Walsh's squad, 14-12.
Nlaine marched the ball down to
Jenkins said weather could he
excellent play against Bates Strong Offense
Rhode Island, sparked by Bob
a big factor in the outcome.
proved to all present that he is a
Coach Westerman said Colby is the Bates six yard stripe. but the
Black, usis sictorious in 1948 and
key man on the Westerman com- running a very strong ground attack Bears were stopped dead on a
1949. Black, a two-miler of conbination.
around junior Neil Stinneford. Stinne- third down touchdown attempt.
siderable fame, ruled supreme
It was fourth down and six to go for
Just Jottings: The word around ford led the Mayflower Hill team
both years. A Maine-Vermont tie
Colby Tickets
campus has it that this is the last year against Bowdoin, scoring touchdowns a touchdown when Roger Miles came
in 1950 preceded a Massachusetts
of State Series football competition on two spectacular carries. Support- into the game and booted a field goal
Faculty Manager of Athletics
reign of three years. The Bears
for Maine. A check with those in the ing Stinneford in the Colby backfield making the score 10-7. After an ex- Ted Curtis has announced that
scalped the Redmen in a rousing
know, athletic officials, coaches, etc., are quarterback Dick "Jug" Merri- change of punts and a pass intercep- the absolute deadline on advance
finish last year.
proved that this is just another rumor. man, sophomore left halfback Bobby tion by Maine the Bears smashed deep ticket sales for the Colby game
A record crowd is expected to line
into Bates territory but lost the ball
The officials are giving a lot of thought Bates. and fullback Lee Mathieu.
has been moved to 5 o'clock Fri- the Penobscot Valley Country Club
Stinneford thrilled the fans at Bruns- on downs. Bates couldn't move the day
to football State Series, but nothing
course. The course, one of the finest
afternoon.
has turned up so far in the way of wick with broken field running at its pigskin and attempted to kick, but Ed
in the East, offers spectators an unCurtis
said
that
there
are
plendefinite planning. There is a possibili- best. The junior back tallied the first Soper crashed through the Bobcat line ty of good
usually
good panorama of the action.
seats
left which will be
ty that another team may be added Mule goal by running back the open- to block Martin's kick and the ball sold for
Whip Vermont
the
student
rate
of
$1.
to the Maine schedule in the future, ing kickoff 86 wards for a touchdown. bounced into the end zone. This auto- Ile
The Maine cross country team raced
eniphasized the importance of
Stinneford intercepted a Polar Bear matic safety put the score to 12-7.
but this too is very indefinite.
to a one-sided victory over Vermont's
students
bringing
their
I.D.
cards
Maine bounced hack to drive
We took a poll on campus last week aerial in the third period on his own
with them when they buy their hapless Catamounts last Saturday on
asking students how they felt about two yard line and raced 98 yards down deep into Bates territory once
tickets.
The cards will be punched the Penobscot Valley Country Club
the present State Series: whether or the field for the second Colby tally. again, but the "Cats" plugged
by
the ticket seller at the athletic course. The Bears amassed a perfect
up their forward wall and stopped
not they felt that Maine should get Bates Fired-Up
office in Memorial Cym at the score. 15-50. Co-captains Paul FirAt Lewiston the Bears had their the Maine team cold. Miles again
out of the football Series and pick up
lotte and Stan Furrow combined with
time of the purchase and sill be
other New England clubs such as hands full with Bob Hatch's fired up came in from the sidelines to
Dick Law and Dan Rearick to break
checked by officials at the game
Trinity, Brown, or Dartmouth. We Bates team. The Bobcats fought kick the second Maine field goal
the tape together.
Saturday.
put the question to 40 students and 36 throughout the game to upend the from the 27 yard marker.
Paul Hanson completed the slam,
Curtis said that he expects tick- finishing
told us that they would like to see Westerman machine and came close
With just 2:45 remaining in the
fifth. Grady of the visitors
Maine get out of State Series while to carrying out their mission. Statisti- game. Bates wound up a long aerial et sales to go well over the sales was the first of his squad to
cross the
four said that the Bears should keep cally speaking the Bears outplayed the attack with a pass from Heidel to Mar- for the Bates game. Only 319 line. placing eighth. Emery and
Gould
Bates team, but when the pressure was tin. Leroy Moulton. covering Martin advance tickets were purchased tied for sixth.
their present schedule.
on the goal line, hit the ball, but
Martin caught it in the air and scored
the second Bates T.D.

Black Bears Face Colby
At Waterville Saturday
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Yearling Footballers To Battle
Maine Maritime Team Tomorrow

Coach Sam Sezak's Black Bear
Cubs will travel to Castine tomorrow
for a game with the Maine Maritime
Academy Tars. Game time is 1:30
p.m.
The Baby Bears will be pitted
against one of the best Maritime grid
squads in the past few years.
Last Saturday the Tars dominated
Quonset Point. 26-13. Bill Daley
sparked the MMA club, scoring twice
in the second period. It wasn't until
the final frame that the Quonset Pointers got an attack underway. Mitch
Price, former Columbia University
star, fired up Quonset and led his crew
to a two touchdown surge.
The Maine yearlings have defeated
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the Middies for the past two years,
19-7 and 13-7, but Coach Sezak feels
that lack of depth on the Frosh eleven
may prove costly tomorrow. He said
the Maritime forward wall is heavy
and well experienced. The veteran
Frosh mentor also noted that the
Middies have an exceptional backfield
that has harassed the Academy's opponents since the outset of the season.
Last Friday afternoon Coach Sezak's
Cubs tangled with the Colby frosh for
the first time in Maine Collegiate history.
The Pale Blue squad battled furiously throughout the game but couldn't
stop the relentless Colby ground attack and came out on the short end of

Within The Walls

a lopsided 17-0 decision.
Colby Dominates
In spite of a driving rain and frequent gusts of wind the visitors from
Mayflower Hill ground out 272 yards
holding Maine to 72. The Colby
squad was well-balanced and played
good football both offensively and defensively. Bob Sargent. a six-foot-six,
255 pounder kicked a field goal for
the Mules and added both extra points.
Sargent also worked on defense, displaying a lot of ability to go along
with his size.
The Bear's biggest threat came in
the opening minutes of the game when
Jim Cusack recovered a Colby fumble
on the Mule's six yard marker. However, four smashes at the Colby goal
line failed and the visitors took over
on the one foot line.

Undefeated Phi Mu Delta meets Kappa Sigma, also undefeated,
in the finals of the fraternity division of the Intramural Touch
Football League next Sunday.
The contest promises to be a real
thriller with Phi Mu Delta being rated
somewhat of a favorite to retain their
title. However, Kappa Sigma is not to
be taken lightly as it presents a powerful offense and has been nearly as
effective as has Phi Mu in games
played to date.
Last Sunday the two outfits
rolled over their strongest opponents of the season, Phi M•
handling Phi Kappa Sigma, 30-0,
and Kappa Sig taking the measure of Lambda Chi Alpha, 18-0.
Phi Mu also lists impressive victories over Phi Gamma Delta and
Delta Tau Delta by 32-0 aid 30-0

margins, while kappa Sig took 24-0
and 30-12 decisions from Sigma Phi
Fpsilon and Tau Epsilon Phi.
Dorm Final
In the dormitory division of the loop
Dunn I won by a 24-12 count over
Corbett I and Hart I was awarded
a decision over Hannibal Hamlin Hall.
The two clubs will meet in the finals
of their division next Sunday.
Dunn I, regarded as slight favorites,
were unscored on prior to last Saturday. Their other victories were by
26-0 and 24-0 scores over Dunn 2 and
Dunn 3.
Hart I has beaten Hart 2 by 24-0
and Hart 3 by 12-0.
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International Club Has 25
From Foreign Countries"

Senate Proposes
Major Program

This fall the international Club will have twenty-five foreign
student members. These students, with their American friends, will
promote friendship and understanding among all nationalities. The
club's motto is "Above all nations. .. Mankind."

He also believes the handbook
could stand a considerable amount
of revision as many of the articles and pictures used year after year are now outdated.
The use of their husbands' I. D.
cards by wives of Maine students has
been a matter of concern to the Mrs.
Maine Club for a long time.
He feels that under such circumstances the wives should be entitled to
the use of their husbands' cards.
At present student I.D. cards are
nontransferable.

Hold Regular Meetings
bourne girls very friendly. This
They will hold their regular meet- is her first trip to America, but
ings at the MCA House on Sunday she says she feels very much at
afternoons. The foreign students will home.
take turns cooking the meals, so memPaul Taiganides, a junior and presbers will enjoy Burmese, Greek, Pakident
of the International Club, has
istan, and other foreign dishes.
been
with
us longer than Shirley. He
During meetings, the members will
"We enjoy very much our stay
says,
have discussion and debate.
at Maine. We like to get to know you
Students will tell the group their and you probably do the same, so
impressions of and experiences in the let's get together."
United States and other countries
In 1954-55 the International Club
where they have been. Many of them
helped the YMCA when it came here
-will speak in Maine communities for its
United Nations Model Project.
during the year, comparing their ways They also gave
the highest club doof life with ours and promoting un- nation to the Good Will Chest
and
derstanding between our countries.
served on the Brotherhood Week
Students Named
Committee. The club members conThe twenty-five foreign students tinually express their willingness to
are: Abdul Bari Awan, Pakistan; help other campus organizations.
Neville Bittar, Lebanon; Shirley
Brown, Canada; Horacio L. Canales,
Mexico; Chang Hwi Chi, Korea;
Ching Siong Chua, Philippines; Basil
Said Farah, Jordan; Per E. Fodaess,
Norway; Toreny Frederickson, Canada: Claude Gendron, Canada; Pierre
Jean Jutras, Canada; Seun Woo
Kahn& Korea; Ian G. Kinoshita, Japan; Ko Ko, Burma; and Arne Krafft,
Norway.
Maria Krafft, Norway; Arje Lau,
Israel; Maung Nyunt, Burma; Rolando Pizarro, Chile; Saw Chien Saing,
Burma; Keinam Song, Korea; Paul E.
Taiganides, Greece; Robin W. Upton,
Canada; Pascal Woldemariam, Ethiopia; and Chongsun Tom Yun. Korea.
Newest Student
Our newest foreign student is
Shirley Brown, a freshman studying Home Economics. She is from
Newfoundland,
Musgravetown,
Canada. Shirley said that she expected to be more or less alone
because she was a foreign student, but she has found the Chad-

(Continued from Page One)
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Schedule Dance
'

Ray Hostetter, junior left halfback, is shown ramming through
the Bates line for Maine's only touchdown in the hard fought game
at Lewiston last Saturday. Hostetter's scoring plunge, topped with
a successful conversion by Roger Miles, deadlocked the game 7-7.
The veteran back carried the ball from the six yard marker for
the tally.
(Photo by Maher)

The University chapter American Society of Chemical Engineers will sponsor a dance in the
Memorial Gym Friday evening
from 8 to 11:30. Sammy Saliba
and his orchestra will provide
music.

Enjoy a Cool Mildness
never possible before!

Classified
Stag dance after Homecoming rally
Friday night, Nov. 4. Mel Tukey.
Admission .50. Sponsored by Senior
Skulls.
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For Sale 1947 Pontiac Black 4 door
RAH. $150.00. See Jack Biscoe, 75
Forest Avenue. Tel. 6-8553 Orono.
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Used typewriter: Underwood portable, still young in spirit. $25.00. See
Rev. Batchelder, S.R.A. Office, Union.
Wanted: Flunky, preferably frat man
to shine independent's car and shoes.
Apply at Campus.
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CRAIG
The Tailor
Specializing in
SCIENTIFICALLY
superior

Cleaning
• Pressing
• Repairing
Contact our Campus
Agents
3 Mill Street, Orono
Tel. 6-3635
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